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Callisto 0­30" or V8 5" Postemergence rate is 3 fl oz.
Camix 0­12"
Prior to grass
emergence,
broadleaves less
than 3"
Will not provide consistent
control of emerged grass
weeds. NIS or COC may be
added.
Define 0­5 leaf Prior to weedemergence
Will not control emerged
weeds.
Dual II
MAGNUM,
Cinch, Me­Too­
Lachlor, Parallel
0­40" Prior to weedemergence
Will not control emerged
weeds.
Stalwart C Prior to weedemergence
Refer to label for specific corn
height restrictions.
Expert 0­12" 12" depending onrate
Use postemergence only in
glyphosate­resistant corn.
Fieldmaster 0­11" 12" depending onrate
Use postemergence only in
glyphosate­resistant corn.
Frontier, Outlook 0­12" Prior to weedemergence
Will not control emerged
weeds.
Guardsman Max,
G­Max Lite 0­12" 1.5"
Refer to label for additive
recommendations.
Harness,
Surpass,
TopNotch,
Degree
0­11" Prior to weedemergence
Will not control emerged
weeds.
Harness Xtra 0­11" Before 2­leafgrass stage
Hornet 0­20", V6 6"
Include NIS, COC, or MSO
with postemergence
applications.
Degree Xtra,
FulTime,
Keystone,
Keystone LA
0­11" Prior to weedemergence
Lasso, Micro­
Tech 0­5"
Prior to weed
emergence
Will not control emerged
weeds.
Lexar 0­12" Less than 5"broadleaf weeds
Will not provide consistent
control of emerged grass
weeds. NIS or COC may be
added.
Lumax 0­12" Less than 3"broadleaf weeds
Will not provide consistent
control of emerged grass
weeds. NIS or COC may be
added.
Marksman 0­8", 5 leaf Not listed onlabel
Refer to label for additive
recommendations.
Prowl/Prowl H2O 0­30", V8 Prior toemergence
Will not control emerged
grasses.
Python Spike, 2" Prior toemergence
Apply before first leaf is
unfurled.
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